[Capillary Blood Flow of Muscle Before and After the Exercise Used by Intravoxel Incoherent Motion].
Capillaries are the most basic and important blood vessel of the circulatory systems. The evaluation of the blood flow may contribute to many studies in future. We evaluated the capillary blood flow change of lower limb muscle over time before and after the exercise used by magnetic resonance imaging-intravoxel incoherent motion (MRI-IVIM) obtained perfusion information. Furthermore, we examined an association between the muscle pain after the exercise and the diffusion weighted image (DWI) indexes. DWI was imaged using multi-b values for a thigh and calf muscles. MRI was performed just after an exercise test, 3, 6, and 24 hours later, and the IVIM index and diffusion index were calculated. Furthermore, we interviewed the degree of the muscle ache 24 hours later. As a result, pseudo diffusion coefficient (D*) and f value as IVIM index increased after-exercise as compared with pre-exercise and decreased in 3 hours later. A similar tendency was found in the apparent diffusion coefficient and the diffusion coefficient as diffusion index. Furthermore, all indexes increased in after exercise from before exercise and decreased with time passed and increased again 24 hours later. In conclusion, IVIM could obtain capillary blood flow information, and it was suggested to contribute for sports medicine in future.